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Abstract—In this paper, we study a compositional approach
to designing a class of stabilizing distributed systems. Weshow
that the linear pipelined composition of a number of stabilizing
modules is inherently stabilizing, and is a useful method ofcon-
structing scalable stabilizing solutions for streaming applications
that are on the rise in peer-to-peer and sensor networks. We
present the correctness proof and complexity analysis of the
composition for a linear pipeline. Subsequently, we generalize the
pipelined composition to alternative, concurrent, and repetitive
versions, investigate the stabilization properties of these versions,
and present a set of conditions under which these extended
constructions retain their stabilization properties.

Index Terms—distributed algorithms; distributed computing;
fault tolerance;

I. I NTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc deployment is a convenient and desirable option for
any system. Particularly, for large dynamic distributed systems,
initialization on a global scale during deployment is unre-
alistic. Examples of such systems are peer-to-peer networks
and sensor networks. Since the initial state of the system may
be unknown, an important property of such systems is their
ability to recover from arbitrary initial configurations, and
subsequently behave in the expected manner, until a failureor
perturbation corrupts its state, and triggers another recovery.

Self-stabilizing systems [1] offer this interesting possibility.
A system isself-stabilizingwhen, starting from an arbitrary
initial configuration, it eventually recovers to a legal con-
figuration (convergence property), and remains in that con-
figuration thereafter (closure property). Practical applications
of stabilizing solutions often stumble around the issue of
scale. Proofs that zoom in on actions at the process level
in toy-scale systems soon turn out to be impractical when
the system is large. Two alternatives have been proposed so
far to resolve this problem. The first is the use of reset,
which, unfortunately, is more like a sledgehammer, as any
fault, no matter how minor, will cause a complete system
reset and drastically reduce system availability. The second
is the compositional approach: given a set of subsystems
that are themselves stabilizing,composethem into a larger
system that is stabilizing by construction. While numerous
results are now available for stabilizing toy-scale systems, the
success of stabilization research will center around efficient
compositional methods, which is in tune with the general
approaches to complex system building.
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In this paper, we examine a compositional approach to
constructing stabilizing solutions forstreaming applications
that have witnessed significant growth in recent years. In
P2P systems, audio or video signals are streamed through
a large number of client machines [2]. In sensor networks,
field data continuously collected by the sensor nodes is routed,
filtered, or aggregated on-the-fly as a stream [3]. Location-
tracking services (like flight trackers) routinely collectdata
from position sensors, and route them to remote servers. These
applications are characterized by the need to process high-
volume data streams in a timely and responsive fashion via
a number of machines or communication links that are error
prone.

We consider the composition of a number of modules that
are known to be stabilizing, in the form of an asynchronous
pipeline. The environment supplies an infinite stream of data
at the input, which is processed by the pipeline, and sent
to the environment as an infinite stream of results at the
output. Examples of such system building activities can be
seen in wireless sensor networks – the modules here are
routers, aggregators, filters and sensor nodes providing cus-
tomized functionalities. In a linear pipeline, ifSi−1, Si, Si+1

are three consecutive modules, thenSi sends an output to
Si+1 only after the previous moduleSi−1 has produced an
output, and the next moduleSi+1 is ready to accept the
output fromSi. The readiness ofSi+1 is conveyed toSi via
some form of acknowledgment. The acknowledgment solves
the data overrun problem when the intermediate buffers are
full, preventing omission failures en route. Due to ad-hoc
deployment, the pipeline may start from an arbitrary initial
state, and initially produce meaningless outputs. However,
regardless of the starting configuration, in a bounded number
of steps, the pipeline is required to produce a meaningful
output that reflects a legal behavior. In the rest of the paper,
we will use the terms modules, stages, functional units, or
subsystems interchangeably to designate the components of
the total system.

A. Related Work

Some early work on stabilization with streaming data fo-
cused on network protocols. Gouda and Multari [4] studied
the stabilization of sliding window protocols, and Afek and
Brown [5] presented a randomized protocol for stabilizing the
Alternating Bit protocol for the data link layer. Arora et al[6]
studied iteration systems that consist of a set of functionson



a set of variables: each enabled function updates a subset of
these variables, which potentially enables additional functions
in the system. Assuming that these functions belong to dif-
ferent modules, it can be viewed as a study of convergence
in a system of interconnected modules. General compositional
approaches for stabilization have been studied earlier by [7],
[8], [6], [9]. Leal and Arora [7] explicitly identified for each
module which other modules it can corrupt, and used appro-
priate detectors and correctors for these modules to coordinate
system correction. Dolev and Herman [8] considered the use
of parallelism for stabilization, and proposed a paradigm
for composition based on parallel execution of several al-
gorithms and an observer. The most well-accepted technique
for composition is layered (also calledvertical) composition:
the system is viewed as a hierarchy of layers, where the
interim goals of stabilization for each layer are specified,
and the overall system composition progresses in a bottom-
up fashion. Gouda and Multari’s convergence stairs [4], and
Arora and Gouda’s distributed reset protocol [10] illustrate this
approach. Varghese [9] used the I/O automata model to present
a modularity theorem, which is a variation of the layered
composition approach. Note that layered composition does not
ordinarily address the issue of scale, since each layer typically
contains all the processes of the system. However, it untangles
the complexity of stabilization proofs. The growing scale of
distributed systems handling streaming applications, andthe
ease of ad-hoc deployment calls for techniques of weaving
off-the-shelf stabilizing modules into a complete stabilizing
solution, which can be termed ahorizontalapproach. Our work
fills this gap.

B. Our contributions

In this paper, we first show that asynchronous pipelines have
some inherent stabilizing properties, and then use this result
to propose a compositional approach to designing stabilizing
distributed systems. This approach, which uses building blocks
that are known to be stabilizing, is tailored to streaming
applications. Subsequently we generalize the compositionby
proposing three different types of compositions, and present
conditions to be satisfied to make these compositions sta-
bilizing. Finally, we present a general composition theorem
for constructing scalable applications with more complex
pipelines.

C. The structure of the paper

The paper has five sections. Section 2 introduces the
model. Section 3 proves the stabilization properties of linear
pipelines. Section 4 generalizes the composition to more
complex pipelined structures. Finally, Section 5 containsa few
concluding remarks.

II. T HE MODEL

The system consists of a setV of n processes. Apipeline
organizes these processes intok functional units orstages
numbered1, 2, 3, . . . , k (figure 2). Each stagei is equipped
with a bufferBi: when stagei is ready, it reads the valuex

{Program for stagei : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
do (vi−1 6= vi) ∧ (vi+1 = vi) →

Bi := fi(Bi−1); vi := ¬vi;
od
{Program for stage0: the source}
do v0 = v1 →

v0 := ¬v1;
od
{Program for stagek + 1: the sink}
do vk 6= vk+1 →

vk+1 := vk;
od

Fig. 1. Program for Linear Pipeline

from the bufferBi−1 of its predecessori − 1, computes the
function fi(x), and saves it inBi. When the successor stage
(i+1) is ready, it retrieves the data fromBi, and signals stage
i that it has done. At this moment, stagei may accept the
next value for processing from its predecessor. We call this
composition asequential composition, the pipeline alinear
pipeline, and denote it by[1; 2; 3; · · ·k].

Each stagei is composed of a subsetVi of processes such
that ∀i, j : i 6= j :: Vi ∪ Vj = ∅. Processes execute actions:
each step taken by a processj is a guarded actiong → A,
whereg is a predicate (involving the state of processj and
its neighbors), andA is an action (that updates the statesi
of processi). Wheng is true for some process in the system,
the corresponding action is scheduled for execution. When
multiple processes have enabled guards, a weakly fair sched-
uler chooses a subset of them, and schedules their actions. A
configuration(also known as aglobal state) is an element of
the set(s0 × s1 × s2 × · · · × sn−1). A computationσ is a
sequence of configurations – each configuration is reachable
from the preceding configuration by executing the actions of
a non-empty subset of processes scheduled by the scheduler.
Note that the computation of the functionfi by stagei is a
sub-computationof the system computation that is presumed
to be infinite, where asub-computationσW for a subsetW
of processes is obtained fromσ by retaining all configurations
that contain the processes inW and their immediate neighbors,
and removing the rest.

The communication between a pair of neighboring stages
(i, i+1) of a linear pipeline is coordinated by a single Boolean
variable,vi, for each processi. Here,vi 6= vi+1 signifies that
stagei has valid data in its bufferBi ready to be consumed
by stage(i + 1), and vi = vi+1 denotes that stage(i + 1)
has consumed the previous data from stagei, and is ready to
accept the next data. Each stage of a linear pipeline executes
the program shown in figure 1. The stages0 and(k+1) belong
to the environment. By definition, the environment maintains
the predicatesv0 = ¬v1, and vk+1 = vk. This means that
anytime these conditions are negated, the environment restores
them by updating the variablesv0 or vk+1. By doing so, it



Fig. 2. The structure of a linear pipeline.

simulates an infinite data source at the input (stage0), and an
infinite data sink at the output (stage(k+ 1)) of the pipeline.

Given an inputx to stage1, the pipeline is expected to
compute

fk(fk−1(fk−2 · · · (f2(f1(x)))))

and continue doing so for an infinite stream of input values.
However, bad initial configurations may prevent the generation
of correct or meaningful outputs. To illustrate this, assume
that initially ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k,Bi = λ, whereλ denotes an
arbitrary value. Then∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, fi(λ) = λ. The last
stagek will produce a wrong output, if the previous stage
k−1 incorrectly signals to its successor (by settingvk−1 6= vk)
before computingfk−1(Bk−2) and storing the result inBk−1.
This will prompt stagek to readBk−1 and computefi(Bk−1),
which, by definition isλ. Such observations are relevant to the
context of ad-hoc deployment and stabilization.

A. Stage Stabilization

We now present our interpretation of a single stage being
stabilizing. We are not concerned about the internal details of
a stage, only about its input/output characteristics. Consider
that a single stagei is designed to generate the outputf(x)
for an inputx.

Definition 1. A single input single output pipeline stage is
stabilizing when there exists a lower boundm, such that∀i ≥
m, given an inputxi, the stage always produces the output
f(xi).

The above definition can easily be extended to stages with
multiple inputs or outputs. Two requirements are relevant here.

Requirement 1. Arbitrary initialization of a single stage
should not create a deadlock within that stage.

Requirement 2. The set of variables of each stages includes
bothstate variablesand theoutput variables. The stabilization
of a stage implies that both types of variables return to a
legal configuration. Although we are not concerned with the
state variables, once the output of a stage stabilizes, within
a bounded number of input-output cycles, the state variables

{Buffer B is a set of timestamped data}
do true →

receive datam = (value, src, dst, timestamp);
if m /∈ B →

addm to B;
forwardm to dst;

m ∈ B → skip;
fi

od

Fig. 3. Program for Data Aggregator

must also stabilize. A more exact characterization of these
aspects will depend on the internal details of the individual
stages.

An example of a stabilizing stage is adata aggregatorthat
suppresses the transmission of duplicate data packets to the
same destination node. An outline of an aggregator is given
in figure 3. A corruptedB can lead to the suppression of
new messages, or the sending of duplicate messages, but it is
easy to observe that such activities will cease to occur after a
bounded number of steps.

B. Pipeline Stabilization

A pipeline is stabilizing, when the following holds:

Definition 2. Let σC denote the computation of a correctly
initialized pipeline. Then a pipeline is stabilizing when,regard-
less of the initial configuration, every computationσ contains
a suffix that matchesσC .

This definition uses the idea ofsuffix closure. An alterna-
tive, and more operational definition of a stabilizing pipeline
follows:

Definition 3. A k-stage pipeline is stabilizing if, starting
from an arbitrary initial configuration, the system eventually
computes the function

fk(fk−1(fk−2 · · · (f2(f1(x)))))

for every inputx received by it.



Fig. 4. A Petri net model of a linear pipeline.

In the following section, we demonstrate that every pipeline
is inherently stabilizing, if the individual stages are stabilizing.
By inherent stabilization, we mean that the basic system need
not be augmented in any way to guarantee the property of
stabilization.

III. STABILIZATION PROPERTY OFL INEAR PIPELINES

We abstract ak-stagepipeline by constructing a Petri net
model of it (figure 4). Each stagei is represented by a single
transitionti with two input places1: signali−1 andacki+1, and
two output places:signali and acki. A token in signali−1

indicates that stage(i − 1) has computed its function, and
stored it in bufferBi−1. Similarly, a token in acki+1 implies
that stage(i + 1) finished computing, and is waiting for the
next input from stagei. A transition “fires” i.e. an action is
atomically executed, when each of its input places has at least
one token. At the end, every input place of that transition loses
a token, and every output place gains a token. Figure 4 shows
the configurations before and after the firing of transitionti.
After stagei fires,acki andsignali are asserted, as shown by
the presence of tokens in those places. This class of Petri nets
is called amarked graph[11] that has the property that every
place (denoted by a circle and representing a condition) has
at most one input transition and one output transition.

Lemma 1. There is no deadlock in a linear pipeline.

Proof: A marked graph is deadlock-free, if every directed
cycle has at least one token in it [11]. Note thatsignali−1 ≡
vi−1 6= vi and acki ≡ vi−1 = vi. Therefore,∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤
k + 1, eithersignali−1 or acki must always have one token.
Since every directed cycle contains at least onesignaland one
ack, the pipeline is deadlock-free.

Lemma 2. In an infinite computation, every transition fires
infinitely often.

Proof: Follows from the property of deadlock-free
marked graphs [11].

We now map the legal behavior of a pipeline into a legal
computation of the corresponding Petri net model. Observe
that between two consecutive firings of a transitionti (1 ≤
i ≤ k), transitionsti−1 and ti+1 must fire exactly once.

1A place is represented by a circle, and a transition is represented by a
rectangular box.

A legal computation of the pipeline starts with the firing
of t1, computingB1 = f1(x), followed by a causal chain
of transition firings that successively apply the functionsf2
throughfk on it, while accepting new input values ofx every
time t1 subsequently fires. Whent1 fires m times, transition
ti (i > 1) must fire at least(m− i+1) times, and at mostm
times. This characterizesσC .

Lemma 3. Starting from any initial configuration, after at
most k(k−1)

2 + 1 steps, transitiont1 has fired at least once.

Proof: It follows from figure 4 that between two con-
secutive firings ofti, transitions ti−1 and ti+1 must fire
exactly once. Assume that in the starting configuration,tj
is an enabled transition that is farthest from the input side.
Below, we enumerate for different values ofj, the longest
firing sequences after whicht1 will fire for the first time.

j = 1 the empty sequence
j = 2 t2t3t4 · · · tk
j = 3 t3t4t5 · · · tkt2t3t4 · · · tk
j = 4 t4t5 · · · tkt3t4t5 · · · tkt2t3t4 · · · tk

For j = 1, the length of the sequence is 0 (excluding the
firing of t1), for j = 2, it is (k− 1), for j = 3 it is (k− 2)+
(k−1). Clearly, forj = k, the sequence has the largest length
of 1+ 2+3+ · · · (k− 1) = k(k−1)

2 . If multiple transitions are
enabled initially, then the maximum length of the sequence
will not be any longer. Therefore, after at mostk(k−1)

2 + 1
steps, transitiont1 will have fired at least once.

Theorem 4. A pipeline is stabilizing, if the individual stages
are stabilizing.

Proof: Since every transition fires infinitely often (Lemma
2), every computationσ has a suffixσs that begins with the
first firing of t1. Color all transitions inσ black, until t1 fires
for the first time, and color the firing oft1 red. Color the
firing of any transition that fires causally aftert1, asred. In a
bounded number of steps, all transitions of the suffixσs will be
colored red. In the red suffix of the computation, between two
consecutive firings of a transitionti (1 ≤ i ≤ k), transitions
ti−1 and ti+1 will fire exactly once (We do not explicitly
include the actions of the environment that simulates the stages
t0 and tk+1). Thus, whent1 firesm times, each transitionti
(1 < i < m) fires at least(m − i + 1) times, (and at most



Fig. 5. An example of an eight-stage pipeline based on alternative composition.

m times), which corresponds to the suffixσC of the Petri net
abstraction of a correctly initialized pipeline.

To show that the original pipeline is stabilizing, recall the
interpretation of a stable stage. Starting from an arbitrary
initial configuration, assume that a stagei needs a sequence
of at mostLi inputs before its output becomes correct. As a
result, in the red colored suffix of the computation, a stage
i must performLi rounds of computation offi before its
output is certified to be correct and the behavior of the pipeline
to be legal. Note that the value ofL is always bounded,
although it may differ from one stage to another. Eventually,
in a sufficiently long finite computation,every stagei will
compute its output at leastLi times, and the pipeline will
stabilize.

We now compute an upper bound of the stabilization time
for a k-stage pipeline.

Theorem 5. A linear pipeline consisting ofk stages will
stabilize after at mostk(k−1)

2 + 1 + k(Lmax − 1) time steps,
whereLmax = max(Li : 1 ≤ i ≤ k).

Proof: After at most k(k−1)
2 + 1 steps, t1 will have

executed at least once (Lemma 3), and all other transitions
have fired at least once as well. Afterwards, once a transition
fires, it will fire again within at mostk time steps. Therefore,
after anotherk(Lmax−1) time steps, all transitions have fired
at leastLmax times, and the pipeline has stabilized and will
produce correct outputs.

IV. EXTENDING THE TOPOLOGIES

The linear pipeline can easily be extended to other topolo-
gies to represent other forms of composition. We consider
three specific compositions here:alternative composition, con-
current composition, andrepetitive composition.

A. Alternative composition

An alternative composition will be denoted by

[1; 2; . . . s; if BB then S1 elseS2; j; j + 1; . . . k]

whereBB is a predicate of stages, and S1, S2 are linear
pipelines. Data from stages is diverted toS1 or S2 depending

{Program for selector stages}
do BB ∧ (vs−1 6= vs) ∧ (vs = vi) →

Bs := fs(Bs−1); vs := vs−1;
¬BB ∧ (vs−1 6= v′s) ∧ (v′s = vk) →

Bs := fs(Bs−1); v′s := vs−1;
od

{Program for join stagej}
do (voj = vj+1) ∧ (vj 6= va) →

Bj := fj(Ba); vj = va; voj := vj ;
(voj = vj+1) ∧ (v′j 6= vb) →

Bj := fj(Bb); v′j = vb; voj := v′j ;
od

Fig. 6. Program for Alternative Composition

on whether the predicate is true or false. Stagej accepts input
data from bothS1 andS2 depending on availability, and in
an arbitrary order. We call stages (the stage determining the
predicateBB) a selectorstage, and stagej (the stage where
linear pipeline execution resumes) ajoin stage.

Figure 5 illustrates an alternative composition with eight
stages. Such “select” and “join” operations are quite common
in network routing. For example, in a sensor network, data
from different sensors eventually joins at the base station. In
a peer-to-peer network, the intermediate nodes forward data
to different peers depending on the final destination or other
characteristics of the data. The selector stages forwards data
to one of two successorsi, k and communicates using two
boolean variables,(vs, v′s). Similarly, the join stagej receives
forwarded data from the two predecessor stages{a, b}, and
uses three boolean variables(vj , v′j , v

o
j ). As with the linear

pipeline, whenvs = vi or v′s = vk, the selector stage sends
the data to the appropriate successor. Similarly, whenva 6= vj
or vb 6= v′j , the join stage accepts the input from its predecessor
and updates its output flag,voj . The programs for the selector
and join stages are given in figure 6.

There are two important observations about the alternative
pipeline program.



Lemma 6. The alternative pipeline program in figure 6 is not
stabilizing.

Proof: There may exist arbitrarily long computations such
that BB always evaluates to true (or false), thus excluding
the stages starting atk (or i). After any finite prefix of such
a computation, a weakly fair scheduler may schedule actions
which send output to the dormant stages (in the linear pipeline
segment of the lower row of figure 5), which contain arbitrary
data in their buffers. Clearly the pipeline can produce bad
output at any time. Thus the system is not stabilizing.

In order to stabilize an alternative composition pipeline,we
need the following guarantee:

Requirement 3. Let (i, k) be the two successors of the select
stages. There must exist an integerm > 0, such that within
m consecutive executions of stagei, stagek must execute at
least once (or vice versa).

Requirement 3 guarantees that in an infinite sequence, all
stages (this includes both stagei and stagek) execute infinitely
often. After every stageq executes at leastLq times, the suffix
of the computation matchesσC , and the pipeline stabilizes.
The stabilization time will depend onm. This leads to the
following theorem.

Theorem 7. If requirement 3 holds, then an alternative
composition pipeline witht stages will stabilize after at most
t(t− 1) + 1 +mtLmax steps.

Proof: In at mostt(t−1)+1 steps, stage 1 has executed at
least once, and in an additionalmt time steps, all stages have
executed at least once. From this point, after a stage executes,
it must execute again in at mostmt time steps. Therefore,
in an additionalmt(Lmax − 1) time steps, all stages have
executed at leastLmax times. This implies the upper bound
on stabilization time ist(t− 1) + 1 +mtLmax steps.

B. Concurrent composition

Concurrent composition allows a single module to concur-
rently initiate the computation in multiple modules, or lets
one module wait for the completion of multiple modules in
the pipeline. We denote a concurrent composition as:

[1; 2; 3; . . . u;S1||S2|| . . . ||Sr; j; j + 1; . . . k]

Here,S1, S2, . . . , Sr are linear pipelines. For ease of notation,
we assume each such linear pipelineSi begins with stage
s1i and ends with stagesxi . Stageu is called afork stage.
After stageu completes, each of the pipelinesS1 through
Sr initiates their executions, and the join stagej initiates
its computation after each of the linear pipelinesS1 through
Sr completes their executions. An example of a concurrent
composition is given in figure 8. Notice that the use of a
single boolean variable per stage (as in a linear pipeline) to
coordinate the forking and joining of multiple pipelines leads
to deadlock. One can imagine an example where the fork stage
u is waiting for pipelineSi to consume its output, pipelineSi

is waiting for join stagej to consume its input, join stagej is

{Program for stagesski (1 ≤ i ≤ r)}
do ((w

s
k−1

i

6= wsk
i

) ∧ (wsk
i

= w
s
k+1

i

))∨

¬(0 ≤ (w
s
k−1

i

− wsk
i

) ≤ 1) →

Bsk
i

:= fsk
i

(B
s
k−1

i

); wsk
i

:= w
s
k−1

i

;

od

{Program for fork stageu}
do (vu−1 6= vu)∧

(∀t : 1 ≤ t ≤ r :: (wu = ws1
t
)) →

Bu := fu(Bu−1); wu := wu + 1;
od

{Program for join stagej}
do ((∀b : 1 ≤ b ≤ r :: (wj 6= wsx

b
)) ∧ (vj = vj+1))

∨¬(∀b : 1 ≤ b ≤ r :: wj = min(wsx
b
)) →

Bj := fj(Bsx
1
, · · · , Bsx

r
);

wj := min(wsx
1
, · · · , wsx

r
);

od

Fig. 7. Program for Concurrent Composition with Sequence Numbers

waiting for pipeline stageSk (k 6= i) to produce new output,
and pipeline stageSk is waiting for fork stageu to produce
new output. Thus, processes can form a wait-for cycle and
deadlock without being able to detect this deadlock using only
the boolean variables associated with the stages and pipelines.

To allow concurrent compositions to be stabilizing, we
assign a sequence numberw (instead of a single boolean
value) to the output of the fork stage. The sequence number is
incremented by one each time new data is accepted by the fork
stage. The fork stage executes when its predecessor has new
data andall of its successorshave the same sequence number.
The stages from the concurrent pipelinesS1, . . . , Sr, as well as
the join stage, execute when either the previous stage(s) have
processed their input(s), or when a fault condition is detected
with the sequence numbers. The modified programs are shown
in figure 7.

There are several important observations about the programin
figure 7.

Lemma 8. The concurrent composition given in figure 7 is
deadlock-free.

Proof: First, assume that the pipeline consists only of the
concurrent portion - that is, assume thatu is the first stage
in the pipeline, and stagej is the last stage in the pipeline.
Recall that the environment maintains the invariantvu−1 6= vu
andvj = vj+1. We show that, with only a concurrent section,
deadlock cannot occur.

To prove this, examine each kind of stage separately. If
a sequence number in a stages1i differs from the sequence
number inu, the stages1i can execute. Similarly, if all stages
sxi differ from stagej, then stagej has an action to execute.
Next, consider the case where the sequence number of some



Fig. 8. An example of a pipeline with concurrent composition.

sxi is equal to the sequence number ofj (wj), and some are
greater thanwj (obviously, if some numbers from stagessxi
are less thanwj , j has an enabled guard). For all concurrent
sectionsSd wherewsx

d
= wj , the sequence numbers of all

stages must be equivalent towj to deadlock. This means
that stageu has sequence number equivalent towj . For all
other concurrent sectionsSt, t 6= d, the sequence numbers
must decrease by exactly one fromws1

t
to wsx

t
. Since we’ve

assumedwsx
t

> wj , wu > wj . However, we have shown
earlier that unlesswj = wu, some stage will have an enabled
guard. This is a contradiction. The remaining case is where
all stages have identical sequence numbers. Here, stageu has
an enabled guard, and therefore deadlock is impossible in the
concurrent section.

Now, we show that in factvu−1 6= vu and vj = vj+1

are true infinitely often, even ifvu is not the first stage of
the pipeline, and/orvj is not the last stage of the pipeline.
Consider the case wherevu−1 is the output from a stabilizing
pipeline. From the prior pipeline discussion, we can see that a
stabilizing pipeline must always produce an infinite streamof
outputs (since it is fed with an infinite stream of inputs at one
point). Therefore,vu−1 will signal new data infinitely often.
Similarly, if vj+1 is a stabilizing pipeline, it is created with the
assumption that it consumes input infinitely often. Therefore,
vj = vj+1 will be maintained. Thus, a concurrent system
built with stabilizing pipelines before and after the concurrent
section still will execute infinitely often (as if interacting with
the environment), and so the system is free from deadlock.

Lemma 9. In the concurrent composition program given in
figure 7, if one stage executes infinitely often, then all stages
execute infinitely often.

Proof: Observe that each stage, upon execution of an
action, can execute only a bounded number of times before
both its successor(s) and predecessor(s) have executed. For
stageu, executing an action assignswu a value not present
at any stages1i , and also copiesvu−1. This means both stage
u−1 and stagess1i must execute an action to allow stageu to
execute again. Therefore, if stageu executes infinitely often,
stageu− 1 and stagess1i execute infinitely often.

Next, consider a stageski . After a single execution,wsk
i

=

w
sk−1

i

. Stageski is enabled again only ifw
sk−1

i

= w
sk+1

i

was

truebeforestageski executed once, or when either stagesk−1
i

changes its value such that¬(0 ≤ w
s
k−1

i

−wsk
i

≤ 1), or both

stagesk−1
i and stagesk+1

i execute an action. Notice that the
first two conditions can only occur when a stage executes an
action using the fault guard,¬(0 ≤ w

s
k−1

i

− wsk
i

≤ 1). For
stages1i , this guard can be true at most once, as stagewu will
increment solely by one. For stages2i , this guard can be true
at most twice. In general, for any stagesli, the fault condition
can only be enabled at mostl times. Therefore, if a stage
ski executes infinitely often, eventually both its successor and
predecessor must also execute infinitely often.

Finally, consider stagej. For stagej to execute once, either
all stagessxi , 1 ≤ i ≤ r must execute at least once and stage
j + 1 must execute once, or the fault condition¬(∀b : 1 ≤
b ≤ r :: wj = min(wsx

b
)) must evaluate to true. Note that,

oncej executes, the fault condition cannot be true again until
at least one stagesxi executes at least once. From the prior
paragraph, we know each stagesxi can only execute a bounded
number of times before its successor and predecessor must also
execute. Therefore, the fault condition is only enabled fora
bounded number of steps at stagej, at which point all stages
sxi , 1 ≤ i ≤ r must execute at least once and stagej+1 must
execute at least once before stagej can execute again.

Therefore, we have shown that if any one stage executes
infinitely often, a subset of other stages must execute infinitely
often, which means a larger subset of stages must execute
infinitely often, and so on, until all stages must execute
infinitely often if at least one does.

Theorem 10. The concurrent composition program given in
figure 7 is stabilizing.

Proof: From lemma 9, we know that if one stage executes
infinitely often, all stages execute infinitely often. Furthermore,
from lemma 8, we know there is always at least one stage that
can execute. Since the system is of finite size, but executes
infinitely often, this implies that at least one stage must execute
infinitely often, meaning that all stages execute infinitelyoften.



Fig. 9. An example of repetitive composition. Data from stage 4 is fed back to stage 2 when the predicateBB holds for stage 4.

{Program for loopback stagep}
if (vi 6= vp) ∧ (vs1 = vop) →

Bp := fp(Bi);
vop := ¬vs1 ; vp := vi;

else if (vp−1 6= v′p) ∧ (vs1 = vop) →
Bp := fp(Bp−1);
vop := ¬vs1 ; v′p := vp−1;

fi

{Program for iterator stagei}
do BB ∧ (vi = vp) ∧ (vi 6= vi−1) →

Bi := fi(Bi−1);
vi = vi−1; vi := ¬vp;

¬BB ∧ (vi = vi+1) ∧ (v′i 6= vi−1) →
Bi := fi(Bi−1);
vi = vi−1; v′i := ¬vi−1;

od

Fig. 10. Program for Repetitive Composition

Since each stage can execute infinitely often, each stage
will eventually stabilize (as each stage was assumed to be a
stabilizing pipeline stage). Because each stage will stabilize,
the pipeline will eventually computefj(. . . (xi) . . .) for all i >
m, wherem is some finite constant. Therefore, the concurrent
pipeline using sequence numbers is stabilizing.

C. Repetitive composition

The repetitive composition is denoted by

[1; 2; . . . p;while BB do S; j; j + 1; . . . k]

whereS is a linear composition. The last stage ofS, stage
i, is called the iterator stage, while stagep is the loopback
stage. Stagei evaluates a predicateBB and, if BB is true,
data is routed to stagep, else the data is forwarded to stagej.
An example of repetitive composition is illustrated in figure 9.
Stage(k− 1) is the iterator stage, and stage 2 is the loopback
stage. The programs for the iteratori and the loopbackp stages
are given in figure 10.

Theorem 11. The repetitive composition program given in
figure 10 is stabilizing if there exists an integerm > 0,
such that in a subcomputation of stagei of lengthm, data
is forwarded at least once to both stagei+ 1 and stagep.

The proof of this theorem shadows the line of argument
used in the alternative composition, and is omitted.

We now state the general composition theorem.

Theorem 12. If a compositionC is stabilizing, and any
single stage is substituted by another composition that is also
stabilizing, then the resulting composed systemC′ is also
stabilizing.

The proof can easily be deduced by noting that all stabiliz-
ing stages and modules consume infinite inputs and produce
infinite outputs. Therefore, substituting one module for an-
other that is also stabilizing will not change the stabilization
properties of the overall composition.

Finally, one can generate generalized single-input/single-
output pipelines that conform to the following BNF notation.

< pipe >::=< block > | < pipe >< block >
< block >::=< stage > | < linear > | < alternative >
| < concurrent > | < repetitive >
< linear >::=< stage > | < linear >< stage >
< alternative >::=if BB then < block > else< block > fi
< concurrent >::=< block > || < concurrent >
< repetitive >::=while BB do < block > end while

As a consequence of Theorem 12, all such pipelines are
stabilizing where the individual stages and the compositions
are stabilizing.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To stabilize the concurrent composition, we assumed that
the linear segments have the same size. In case this is not true,
the condition can be validated by introducing dummy stages.
However, we do not rule out the possibility of the existence
of alternative simpler solutions.

A future direction for stabilizing pipelines could be con-
trolling bad outputs. In the current model, a failure in a single
stagei will need at mostLi steps before that stage stabilizes
and produces correct output. Each faulty output feeds the next
stage, and eventually the fault propagates to the final output,
meaning a sequence of up toLi outputs becomes incorrect.
When i = k, this is unavoidable. However, wheni < k, a
useful exercise is the mending of minor failures, so that it
does not affect the final output. Each stagei (2 ≤ i ≤ k) will
include adetector that detects if the output of the previous
stage is consistent with its input. One can debate about the



feasibility of such a detector without a total replication,but
sanity checks that lead to a few false negatives may be an
acceptable alternative. Each stagei (1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) will send
(x, fi(x)) to stage(i + 1), wherex is the input to stagei.
If the check on(x, fi(x)) succeeds, data is forwarded to the
next stage – otherwise stage(i+ 1) will send a negativeack
to stagei, demanding a recomputation. The end result is that,
following a failure in a single stage, corrupted data will be
suppressed before it reaches the final output.

Finally, we recognize the possibility of expanded applica-
tions of our work. In addition to sensor and P2P networks, a
promising area of application is the stabilization of communi-
cating hardware modules in VLSI, where the system sizes are
fast reaching astronomical scales.
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